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ABSTRACT

Sensory Substitution Devices (SSDs) convert visual
information into another sensory channel (e.g. sound) to
improve the everyday functioning of blind and visually
impaired persons (BVIP). However, the range of possible
functions and options for translating vision into sound is
largely open-ended. To provide constraints on the design of
this technology, we interviewed ten BVIPs who were
briefly trained in the use of three novel devices that,
collectively, showcase a large range of design permutations.
The SSDs include the ‘Depth-vOICe,’ ‘Synaestheatre’ and
‘Creole’ that offer high spatial, temporal, and colour
resolutions respectively via a variety of sound outputs
(electronic tones, instruments, vocals). The participants
identified a range of practical concerns in relation to the
devices (e.g. curb detection, recognition, mental effort) but
also highlighted experiential aspects. This included both
curiosity about the visual world (e.g. understanding shades
of colour, the shape of cars, seeing the night sky) and the
desire for the substituting sound to be responsive to
movement of the device and aesthetically engaging.
Author Keywords

Sensory substitution; vision; depth; colour; hearing; sound;
blind; visually impaired; experience; design; SSD.
ACM Classification Keywords

Design, experimentation, human factors.
INTRODUCTION

“Since I lost my vision, I always wanted to see the night sky
again, just looking at it... if we could represent the night sky
then it could be more interesting for visually impaired and
blind people...”
Visual information, from experiencing breathtaking views
to recognising a friend from afar, represents a wealth of
life-enhancing information inaccessible to many blind and
visually impaired persons (BVIPs). One way this can be
provided is through the remaining senses. Devices that
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encode information normally associated with one sense
(e.g. seeing) through another (e.g. hearing) are called
Sensory Substitution Devices (SSDs). The overall aim of
these devices is to restore some of the functionality
afforded by vision for BVIPs. This seemingly clear and
simple aim disguises a range of methodological and
conceptual problems around the design of such technology.
What aspects of vision-related functionality are blind
people interested in? What is the optimal way of conveying
that information via another sense? What kinds of practical
constraints limit the uptake of SSDs in everyday life?
SSDs can be distinguished from other kinds of sensory
tools in a number of ways [44]. Unlike the white cane, the
information is rich: it represents multiple aspects of the
visual environment (e.g. 2D space and luminance).
Moreover, unlike recognition aids such as TapTapSee [40],
the information operates on visuospatial sensory features
(e.g. red, wide, directly in front) rather than semantic ones
(e.g. “car”). So while an object recognition system may be
able to detect a tree, an SSD is able – in principle – to
convey how the tree moves in the breeze, whether its leaves
are brown or red, and its distance from the user. However
SSDs have to sacrifice some visual features to convey
others [18]. For instance, an SSD may sacrifice temporal
resolution in order to provide a high spatial resolution [30].
There are a wide variety of approaches to converting visual
information into sound and/or touch in the HCI literature
[18, 22, 39, 42]. In this paper, we focus on sound and build
on the distinction of two approaches: the first is mimicking
the experience of external objects emitting sounds (e.g.
knowing a bird's location through its chirping) which can be
done through replicating our natural hearing mechanisms;
the second is to abstractly encode visual dimensions,
typically based on intuitive associations between vision and
other modalities [36]. These approaches can be combined to
varying degrees, use a variety of auditory features (e.g.
pitch, loudness, timbre), and be provided to the user either
all-at-once or piecemeal. While a variety of approaches
have been taken previously [18], there has been little effort
to adopt a user-centered approach to these issues. Only
aesthetic ratings of two devices have been done previously
by BVIPs [3]. Here we seek to give BVIPs various SSDs
and an open platform to stimulate discussion on how SSDs
can be enhanced to meet their desires and expectations.

IIn this paper we
w presented BVIPs
B
with thrree novel SSD
Ds,
rrepresenting a large range of possibilities; detailed spatiial
innformation (Depth-vOICe)
(
); fast spatiial informatio
on
((Synaestheatre)); and detailed
d colour inform
mation (Creolee).
A
All featuring different soun
nd outputs. Th
hrough in-dep
pth
innterviews with
h ten BVIPs wee gained a richeer understandin
ng
oof the advantaages and limiitations of these devices for
f
im
mproving everyday life and
d enriching th
heir experiencees.
O
Our contributio
on to the field is
i three-fold. First,
F
we advan
nce
kknowledge on how
h
BVIPs deesire to visually
y experience th
he
w
world. Second, we discuss the pros and cons of curreent
S
SSDs for BVIP
Ps. Finally, we demonstrate how
h
future SSD
Ds
ccould be desig
gned to enable BVIPs to reaach their desired
eexperiences in daily life and foster
f
long-term
m adoption.
T
TURNING VISION INTO SOU
UND

F
First we explorre how SSDs can
c turn vision into sound. Th
he
m
most influentiaal visual-to-aud
dio SSD has been
b
the vOIC
Ce
[www.seeingwithsound.com]. This translattes a single 2D
2
ggreyscale image into sound ev
very second. The
T visual heig
ght
ggives the pitch of each generated tone, while the brightneess
ddrives its loudness. This information
i
iss delivered on
ne
ccolumn at a tim
me, panning from left to righ
ht [30]. As succh,
thhe following image
i
.<. wou
uld be heard as
a two electron
nic
toones, one asccending and another desceending in pitcch,
pprogressing fro
om the left to the right earr. This approach
rretains a high amount
a
of visuaal information (see Figure 1)..

Figure 1. Progreession of visual image
i
into sound
d by vOICe SSD
D.
Left image sh
hows webcam im
mage, middle imaage retains only
luminance info
ormation prior to
o sound conversiion. Right imagee
shows a specttrogram of the reesulting sound ov
ver one second.

T
The vOICe hass been widely used in scienttific research for
f
eexamining objeect localisation
n, recognition, 'visual' acuitty,
innformational content
c
and how
h
this is prrocessed by th
he
bbrain [4, 5, 7, 8,
8 17, 31, 33, 37,
3 38]. Outsid
de of the lab, th
he
vvOICe has been downloaded by over 270,0
000 unique useers
oon android deevices alone [1]. Of these users, 21% are
a
rreported to be BVIPs
B
[2]. Ho
owever the vOIICe has not been
w
widely adopted
d by the blind community
c
[5]. Despite its frree
aavailability since 1992, only a handful of BVIP
B
users hav
ve
aadopted it for long
l
term use.. Considering the potential for
f
vvisual rehabilittation, why miight it be the case
c
that so feew
aappear to persist with the device?
d
While the majority of
rresearch has fo
ocused on whaat is possible with
w the vOIC
Ce,
liittle attention has
h focused on
n its user experiience.
L
LIVING WITH SENSORY
S
SUBSTITUTION

R
Reports from long term userss of the vOICee device are raare
aand mostly documented in non-academic
n
sources, despiite
thheir potential for
f revealing key
k information
n in user desig
gn.
H
Here we summ
marise experiencces reported by
y three long terrm
uusers: PF, a laate-blind user with
w minimal light perceptio
on

and 177 years of vOIICe experiencee; CC, a low vvision user
with 114 years vOIC
Ce experience; and PL, an early-blind
user w
with minimal llight perceptioon and 14 yeears vOICe
experieence. Below w
we explore thhe experiences of vOICe
expertss, expanding bbeyond the onnly journal artiicle on the
subjectt to date [43],, to their docuumentation in blog posts
[27], aaudio talks [14] and popular science articlees [10, 41].
From this, we can examine thee stumbling bblocks and
valuabble life experiennces that these devices enablee.
First oof all, why didd PF pick up thhe vOICe to bbegin with?
PF com
mments that ““I wanted a m
means by whicch I could
identify
fy the colours of clothing in my wardrobee. I did not
realisee at the time thee full potentiall of the program
m and how
it wouuld eventually so dramaticallly impact my life” [14].
For PF
F, learning how
w the shape of objects on a scanner bed
relatedd to their sounnds was a frusttrating experieence “...the
processs was very slow
w and time connsuming. I ofteen stood on
the thrreshold of giiving up...” w
while the first impactful
experieence was unexxpected “I shall never forgett the shock
and joy
oy of glimpsingg down my haallway and seeeing blinds
hanginng from the w
window. Such a simple sightt, yet after
twenty years of blinddness I was ovverwhelmed... I can see!”
After tthis PF reports a new found m
motivation to eexplore the
soundss of the world around her, bbut even this ccomes with
problem
ms “It is a struuggle to balance... society's aacceptance
and thee wearing of thhe equipment.”” PF later tookk part in an
experim
ment that tempporarily disruppted her abilityy to use the
vOICee [31], it endedd up being a huugely emotive eexperience.
“[The]] world startedd getting darkker, like someoone slowly
turningg down the lighhts... I couldn'tt see anything... I wanted
to cry because I thouught they brokee my sight” [41]. For PF,
the offfer of practical colour discrim
mination lead innto sensory
substituution, while thhe later valuablle experiential gains were
unanticcipated. With ttime PF reportted visual colouur, motion,
and dep
epth perceptionn from the vOIC
Ce [43].
CC alsso reports a long effortful learning periood “It took
three m
months for me to learn enouggh so that I diddn't have to
conscioously concenntrate on it.”” However oover time
expertiise with the vO
OICe has createed a smoother experience
that coo-exists with hher remaining visual percepttion “...you
see thee blurry sort off dark version with my eyes and a very
crisp cclear... version with the cameera of the phone.” Overall
CC us es the vOICe for locating oobjects like cooffee mugs
and addding to her traavelling “I've ssailed across tthe English
Channnel and across the North Seaa... the lights oon the land
were fa
faint but the vO
OICe could pickk them up” [41].
For PL
L the effort reqquired to use tthe vOICe hass decreased
over tiime but isn't ggone. “I do nott think conscioously about
the rulles anymore, I sense a scenee and then breeak it down
into shhapes... if I enncounter someething really nnew, then I
know tthe three basic rules and try to make sense of it” [27].
Now hhe uses his exppertise with thhe vOICe to taake photos,
notablyy based on thee auditory signnal rather than the visual.
“Scenees with varieed elements sound intereesting, for
examp le, a bridge w
with lots of caables or a brigght natural

ssetting with streams
s
and rocks... It’s like an imag
ge
oorchestra” [10]. For PL, the use of the vO
OICe appears an
a
im
mportant aspeect of his expeerience “I expeerience so much
m
more... I was lo
ooking at all th
he vehicles and
d at the walls on
o
thhe side of the
t
road... words
w
do not convey visu
ual
innformation, yo
ou need to expeerience it.”
P
PF, CC and PL
L are users that have pushed past
p the deman
nds
rrequired to effeectively use th
he vOICe, but represent only
ya
ffraction of tottal BVIPs who
o have experiienced it. Theere
aappear to be su
ubstantial expeeriential gains from long terrm
uuse. So how caan designers crreate SSDs thaat also appeal to
innitial users, an
nd provide richer experiences earlier on? Firrst
oof all we need to
t re-examine options
o
beyond
d the vOICe.
D
DESIGNING SE
ENSORY SUB
BSTITUTION DEVICES

H
Here we highlight a variety of
o visual and au
udio possibilitiies
ffor SSD design
n, before consid
dering the desig
gn of our SSDs.
V
Visual possibilities

B
By default, th
he vOICe tran
nslates a 2D greyscale
g
imag
ge
eevery second. Is luminance perception th
he most desired
vvisual characterristic that SSD
Ds can provide to
t BVIPs? Som
me
uusers may alreaady have light perception thaat borders on th
he
ssame resolution
n as SSDs [17
7, 38]. Instead
d, users may be
b
innterested in additional infformation for low-luminan
nce
eenvironments. In experiments using the vO
OICe, silhouetttes
oof objects are chosen
c
to simp
plify information [5, 8, 11, 23,
2
333, 35]. Similaarly, novice users perform beest when objeccts
rrather than lum
minance produce the loudest so
ounds [8].
O
One alternativee is using 3D spatial
s
informaation (see Figu
ure
22). Depth map
ps are able to simplify com
mplex scenes by
b
pprioritising and
d segmenting nearby
n
objects from their mo
ore
ddistant backgro
ounds. As a ressult key objectss become simp
ple
sshapes, similarr to those ussed during traaining with th
he
vvOICe, yet immediately pracctical to novicce users. This is
pparticularly relevant now, with the advent of
o depth sensin
ng
technology on mobile
m
phoness [20, 32].

PF's innitial fascinatioon with SSD teechnology cam
me from its
potentiial to sense tthe colour of her clothing. As such,
inform
mation about huue and saturattion may be ddesirable to
BVIPss. How compleex do BVIPs ddesire colour innformation
to be? Is knowing thhat an object is red enough, oor are users
interessted in more suubtle shades of colour? How w
will BVIPs
desire uusing this beyoond discriminaating clothing?
Audio possibilities

The deesign choices of the vOICee fit well witth intuitive
tendenncies about hoow different sensory dimennsions are
relatedd – so-called ccross-modal coorrespondencess [36]. For
instancce, high pitchh is intuitivelyy linked to hiigh spatial
positioons, and loudnness is intuitivvely linked to brightness
[12, 288]. However, there are manny other possiibilities for
represeenting visual sspace in the auuditory domainn. How do
users rrespond to coombinations off pitch and looudness to
receivee their visual innformation? H
How does the inntroduction
of richher timbral soounds such ass vocals or innstruments
influennce opinions? Do users findd particular souunds easier
to undeerstand objectss or the visual sscene as a whoole?
PF, C
CC and PL reeport that usiing the vOIC
Ce initially
requireed a lot of effoort. This effort can be reduceed by using
naturall hearing mechhanisms that avvoid conscious deduction.
Naturaal hearing is abble to discriminnate the locatioon of sound
source s via differennces in interraural timing, interaural
intensiity, and distorttions in the souund signal creaated by the
head aand ears. Thesee in combinatiion are describbed using a
head-reelated transfer function (HRT
TF). Related, B
BVIPs tend
to hav e enhanced soound localisatioon in the horiizontal, but
not veertical, plane [[24, 34]. So H
HRTF could pprovide an
easy-too-learn auditoryy coding of vissuospatial information.
Finallyy there is the qquestion of if BVIPs prefer hearing all
availabble informationn at once, or inn a piecemeal ffashion like
the vO
OICe? Do thee potential addvantages of piecemeal
presenttation (e.g. reesolution) outw
weigh the facct that the
signal is slow to updaate when the ddevice is movedd?
Other features

Figure 2. (Left image) Luminan
nce provides a lo
ot of information
n,
his is unnecessarry to the end userr. (Right image)
but much of th
H
However, depth images
i
provide a simplified and
d prioritised imag
ge.

Beyondd sensory infoormation, is theere any other innformation
BVIPss want SSDs tto provide? W
What other chaaracteristics
make SSDs m
more desirable?? How do useers want to
could m
controll SSDs? By uunderstanding tthese questionns from the
end usser perspectivee, it may be eaasier to foster long term
adoptioon by meetingg the needs off the BVI com
mmunity. In
our ressearch we focuused on the exxploration of bblind users
prefereences for SSDss by presentingg them with a w
wide range
of devvice options annd experiencess, more specifiically three
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at a time
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resoolution
1.5 seconds

Head
dphones

Instruments
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All locatioons

Insstant

Speeakers

Tones
T
/ Vocalss

1080*720

Single pixxel

Insstant

Device

Information

Ou
utput

Sounds

Ce
Depth-vOIC

3D spacce

Bone co
onductance

Synaestheatrre

3D spacce

Creole

2D colou
ur

Table 1. Com
mparison of three sensory substittution devices (S
SSDs) representiing a large param
meter space of possibilities for eenabling
blind orr visually impaireed people to see the world throu
ugh sound. All thhree SSDs were uused in the interrviews with BVIPs.

new and easy-to-use SSDs (Table 1). These devices are
introduced in the following section before the study set up.
THREE NOVEL SENSORY SUBSTITUTION DEVICES

Three new SSDs were presented to participants that
collectively showcase a large range of visual and auditory
configurations (see Table 1). The Depth-vOICe scans
through a single image over 1.5 seconds to provide highly
detailed spatial information, enabling shape recognition. This
is delivered as a series of electronic tones, where objects
present in a depth image (see Figure 2) are scanned across
one column at a time, with the pitch of these tones denoting
the object's vertical position, left-right panning giving its
horizontal position and finally loudness gives the closeness
of the object. By contrast, the Synaestheatre gives a lower
spatial resolution (13*7) in order to instantly provide
information about all the locations at once, this fast temporal
resolution makes it suitable for detecting motion. This is
presented through instrumental sounds that vary in their
pitch, panning and loudness according to the vertical,
horizontal and distance of objects captured in a depth image.
Finally, the Creole sacrifices wide scale spatial information
for highly detailed, localised colour information. Individual
pixels are selected using a tablet and stylus and their colour
information is delivered through a combination of tones and
vocal sounds.
These three devices are best suited to interrogating different
elements of an image, e.g., when viewing a car, the DepthvOICe's high spatial resolution makes it suitable for
identifying the car's shape; the Synaestheatre's fast refresh
rate is good for identifying its speed; while the Creole can
identify the car's colour. Overall users have access to a wide
range visual sensory characteristics and auditory feedback
methods, designed to facilitate dialogue about what desirable
SSDs might look like in the future and how this may feature
in BVIP's lives.
SSD#1 – The Depth-vOICe

To provide practical, easy to use SSDs, we used the vOICe to
sonify a luminance-depth map as this process simplifies a
complex visual environment into basic silhouetted shapes. A
80*64 pixel depth map is provided by a custom C#
application which receives depth stream information from a
Xbox 360 Microsoft Kinect camera. This depth information
is visually presented using luminance ramped in a linear
fashion between the set minimum (white) and maximum
(black) distances. Minimum distance was set at 0.8 metres
and maximum distance could be varied between 1 and 3
metres in half metre increments. The depth image was turned
into sound using the vOICe’s sonify active GUI client
command. Following initial consultation with a blind user,
the following non-default options were chosen to increase
ease of use. The vOICe now takes an image every 1.5
seconds to be scanned through and the scan progressed back
and forth between the left and right sides with ‘clicks’
occurring on the left and right end points. Options for pitch
range (500-5000Hz), panning and loudness remained default.

The sounds were delivered using bone conductance
headphones (AfterShokz). This stimulates the inner ear via
bone vibrations and avoids masking sounds received by the
ear [15]. With minimal training, one blind user was able to
locate objects in an open environment and identify the shape
of a person. This is the first piece of research to showcase the
Depth-vOICe.
SSD #2 – Synaestheatre

One alternative to the vOICe's approach is to replicate the
experience of the external objects themselves emitting
sounds. For example, if a bird chirps while flying around
you, the sounds heard by each ear will vary in a predictable
way. This effect can be modeled and recreated using HRTF,
which creates the sensation of individual sounds originating
from a specific location. HRTF has been used before in
some devices to represent horizontal information [6, 16],
but have not been evaluated from a user perspective for
SSDs relative to alternative methods. Replicating natural
hearing should provide immediate, low effort spatialisation.
The Synaestheatre SSD translates a Microsoft Kinect
Camera depth stream into 91 depth points (13*7 pixels),
each of these points control the volume of one of 91 prerecorded sounds to be played when an object enters
between its minimum and maximum depth values. This is
run in Pure Data using Freenect drivers. The pre-recorded
sounds consist of an A3 pitch (220Hz) banjo sound lasting
1 second, recorded by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
[www.philharmonia.co.uk/]. This sound had its pitch
altered through the Audacity's change pitch function
[http://audacityteam.org/] to produce 7 mono sounds at 110,
165, 220, 330, 440, 660 and 880Hz. These make up the 7
vertical positions. To fill out the horizontal positions, each
of these were turned into stereo sounds with varying spatial
positions produced through the Panorama plug-in by
WaveArts [http://wavearts.com/] for the Reaper audio
studio [http://www.reaper.fm/]. The panorama plug-in
created interaural timing and intensity differences for each
of the sounds. The sound source was 2 metres from the
listener's head position, at 13 horizontal locations ranging
between -90 to +90°s in 15° increments using the MITKemar
HRTF
dummy
head
model
[http://sound.media.mit.edu/resources/KEMAR.html].
In
combination, the pitch and HRTF variations produce 91
pre-recorded sounds, each of which lasts 1 second.
Spatial information is given to the user from all 91 depth
points simultaneously, with the sounds synced together with
a one second tempo. The temporal resolution is faster than
the sound sample because the loudness of each of these
sounds is instantly varied by changes in spatial information
even if the sound sample has already started playing.
Distances under 0.8 metres are played at maximum
loudness, and linearly reduce in volume to silence when the
set maximum distance is exceeded in the pixel's location.
The maximum distance was set to 2 metres due to the
interview room size. As such, a single object would sound

liike a banjo co
onstantly playing that can shift
s
instantly in
sspace, pitch orr loudness by varying the objects'
o
locatio
on.
T
The Synaestheaatre has not beeen showcased before.
b
S
SSD#3 – The Creole
C

T
The Creole rep
presents 2D co
olour informattion that can be
b
eexplored seriallly using a stylu
us on a tablet (ssee Figure 3).

Figure 3. The Creole
C
SSD. Lefft to right: A 2D colour image iss
loaded and expllored by the userr using a stylus on
o a tablet devicee.
T
The stylus positiion on the tablet corresponds to the
t position in th
he
iimage (see green
n dot). The colou
ur at that spatial position is turneed
into sound. Oveer time the user can
c understand the
t whole imagee.
The rightmost im
mage is a picturee drawn by a useer of the device in
i
resp
ponse to hearing the image on thee left.

T
This device is based
b
on a preevious SSD useed to explore th
he
uuse of correspo
ondences for colour
c
processsing [19, 20]. A
22D colour imag
ge is loaded intto a Jscript pro
ogram running in
G
Google Chrome which selectts a single pixeel underneath th
he
m
mouse cursor and
a systematiccally translates this into soun
nd.
T
The pixel's RG
GB values aree transformed into CIE LU
UV
ccolour space. From
F
this, prop
portions of wh
hite, grey, blacck,
rred, green, yellow and blue arre taken. Each of these colou
urs
is associated with
w a specific sound as detaailed in previous
ppublications [19
9, 20]. CIE LU
UV colour spacce is perceptuallly
uuniform, so thee perceptual diistance between
n colours relattes
too the perceeptual distancce between sounds hearrd.
P
Participants ussed a Bamboo
o tablet and sttylus to interaact
w
with the SSD. The Creole was
w featured in one previous
sstudy using sigh
hted participan
nts [19, 20].
S
STUDY SET UP
P

T
Ten participantts with blindneess or visual-impairment weere
rrecruited from
m the Universsity of Sussex
x, UK and th
he
B
Blatchington Court
C
Trust. We
W included respondents wh
ho
““cannot rely on
n vision in day
y to day life.” More details on
o
eeach participan
nt’s visual imp
pairment level and backgroun
nd
ccan be found in Table 2. This was ap
pproved by th
he
U
University Crosss-Schools Ressearch Ethics Committee.
C

Particippants were reeimbursed $155 per hour innterviewed
(typicaally 2-4 hourrs) alongside travel expeenses. The
intervi ews were audiio recorded foor analysis purp
rposes. The
key intterview questioons were as folllows: (1) "Havve you had
any exxperience of viision? Has thiss changed? Whhat do you
experieence now?" (22) "What are tthe biggest diffficulties to
overcoome in [navigaation / locatingg objects / disccriminating
objectss]." Intervieweees are then ggiven a hands--on session
with thhe SSDs and ssubsequently aasked (3) "whaat are your
initial impressions oof the devices" and (4) "whhat are the
most im
mportant improovements that could be madee?"
Midwaay through the interview, parrticipants were able to try
out eacch of the threee SSDs in turnn, typically takking 20-30
minutees with each deevice. All deviices were usedd within the
same rroom as the iinterviews. Thhe first two 33D sensing
SSDs ((the Depth-vOICe and Synaeestheatre) had ttheir visual
field-oof-view (FOV) and maximum
m distances exxplained to
users. Explanations were assistedd by using tactile aids
consistting of cardd rectangles with raisedd cut-outs
represeenting the devvice's FOV andd objects respeectively. In
conjunnction with thiss, the device's translation of horizontal,
verticaal and depth poositions were eexplained to users (e.g. a
single object in the top-left creates a high-pitchedd sound on
the left
ft), typically takking 5 minutess. Users tried tthe devices
themseelves in simplee scenarios, coonsisting of thhe presence
of onee object (heaad-height carddboard circle 30cm in
diametter supported bby a thin stick), which could be listened
to in aany location in the device's F
FOV. Then useers listened
to the experimenter''s profile, eithher neutral or with arms
outstreetched in diffferent directtions, as well as the
experim
menter movingg across the deevice's FOV, both left-toright aand away-towaards. Finally ussers had free eexploration
of the environment for 10-20 minnutes, listeningg to chairs,
tables, shelves, wallls, windows aand the ceilinng. Finally,
since the Creole uuses pre-preparred images, a different
approaach to training was taken. The principles off the device
were vverbally explaiined and users were then askked to find
three hhidden colourred circles onn the tablet m
moving the
stylus and listening for sound chhanges (indicatting colour
changees). After this, users were ablle to explore a 2nd image
consistting of a palettte of colours. U
Users were enccouraged to
graduaally go throughh the palette, w
while the sounnd changes
were eexplained to ussers. Overall w
we followed ann open and

Participant

Age

Sex

Background on Visual Impairmeent

Curreent Vision (Self R
Reported)

LP*

23
20

F
F

23 years no vission (retinal cancerr)
20 yeears no vision (Leb
ber's congenital am
maurosis)

Noone (congenitally bblind)
Noone (congenitally bblind)

25

M

3 years low vision
n (retinoblastoma),, 22 years no visioon (retinal detachm
ment)

None

DHA
GS

21

M

14 yearss low vision, 7 yeaars no vision (detacched retinas)

None

44

F

17 years low vission, 27 years resid
dual light perceptiion (unknown causse)

Reesidual light perception

HS

24

F

24 years deterrioration to residuaal light perception (genetic disorder))

Reesidual light perception

VG*
DHO

DB

23

M

23 years low vision,
v
8 years no vision
v
right eye (reetinal detachment))

1-2%
% visual acuity in lleft eye

MC

22

M

22 yeears low vision (Leeber's congenital am
amaurosis)

5-7%
% visual acuity in both eyes

DW

32

M

32 yeears low vision (Leeber's congenital am
amaurosis)

15-20%
% visual acuity in both eyes

CJ

70

M

62 years normall, 8 years low visio
on (age-related maacular degenerationn).

P
Peripheral vision oonly

T
Table 2. Overvieew of participantts' demographicss and different leevels of visual im
mpairment. M = male, F = femalle, * = No visuall experience.

exploratory approach to guide the exploration of the
devices. Users were encouraged to ask questions to aid
learning. Please see the supplementary material for a video
showcasing the interaction for all three SSDs.
After each device, participants were asked about their
impressions and concerns for these types of SSDs, as well
as what they would want to use it for, if at all. Finally they
were asked whether SSDs were of interest to them and what
features would be ideal for their needs. Participants were
also asked if they think they would use an SSD in future, on
a 0-10 scale (where 10 is “definitely”).
RESULTS

The four main topics covered in the interview guided the
analysis of the data. Key themes were summarized based on
repeated readings of participant statements and discussions
between the main author (interviewer) and the co-authors of
this paper. Relevant information extracted from the
interviews was further discussed with respect to the overall
goal of the research to identify experience-relevant design
opportunities for sensory substation devices.
The main results are presented along four main themes: (1)
Visual aspiration, (2) Practical problems, (3) Experiences
with SSDs (i.e. Depth-vOICe, Synaestheatre and Creole)
and (4) Desires for future SSDs. Each theme is introduced
in the following section and exemplified through
participants’ quotes.
Theme 1: Visual aspirations

DHA who is currently studying physics expressed an
interest in visual information relevant to his work “Since I
lost my vision, I always wanted to see the night sky again,
just looking at it... if we could represent the night sky then it
could be more interesting for visually impaired and blind
people... it would really open-up astronomy as a scientific
field.” Some desired visual experiences go beyond
immediate practical concerns and extend to new
experiences as well as helping interactions with others
“They talk about like how beautiful Venus and Jupiter look
like... which I don't remember looking at... I would
absolutely love to see that... it would definitely open up
conversations.” Opening up possibilities for interaction was
a re-occurring topic in the interviews. MC “When friends
meet they might say ‘oh that’s a nice new jacket’ …that’s
the sort of thing I could miss. Just in my personality, that’s
something that I would recognise and comment on, if only I
could see it.” CJ, for example emphasized that “...the most
important thing you'll ever see is a person smile... [it would
sound] softly if it's a nice sweet smile, raucously if it's an
outrageous laugh or smile...” The subtly of such emotional
expressions are not covered in current SSDs, but is a desire,
especially for people in the transition of losing their vision.
Theme 2: Practical problems

Beyond aspirations of attaining visual information, practical
everyday challenges were widely mentioned with respect to
navigation, localisation and discrimination.

A huge variety of navigational issues were identified. DHA
“You need somebody to teach you the routes, so if you
charted somewhere you've never been before, well unless
you're really really brave, there is little chance you can find
a place you want to find. It's a huge drawback in navigation
that you need somebody to teach you the route, which
occasionally costs quite a bit of money, very time
consuming and you need to memorise everything.” DHO
expands on this “Sometimes the person who's helping you
might not really have much to say... and you feel a bit
awkward.” MC who has low vision mentions “It takes me a
great deal of concentration to navigate at night.” DW “The
biggest problem when navigating anywhere is other
people.” Whereas VG* was most concerned about ground
level changes “Having lots of steps as well... quite tricky,
especially when I don't know how many.”
Most participants use routine to locate and place back
objects in daily life. A major difficulty results from others
using these objects and not following the same routine. DB
“A lot of it is guessing where people have put it, if you live
with someone and they've moved something, at least you've
lived with them and you know their habits ...if it's a stranger
it could be anywhere.” Objects that do not naturally enter
daily experience can limit the options available. DHA “Not
knowing that there is a bin in a certain area... 10 metres
away there might be a bin I never knew about... you really
only find things you are looking for.”
Most participants use touch to discriminate between
objects, alternatively software (TapTapSee), or video
calling (Facetime or 'Be My Eyes') were used, but had
downsides. LP* “We have a big box that’s got all the…
little herb jars, they’re all the same! …things like
TapTapSee would come in, but, it’s time! It takes a while to
take a photo of each individual herb jar, if you’ve got ten of
them and you only want one. That might take a while. So
it’s frustration in terms of how long that might take.” Not
knowing what an object is, or the state that it is in can be
hazardous. DHA “Sometimes you cannot be sure if you can
touch it or not.... you want to check if it's a hob... you
cannot be 100% sure that it's not turned on... so you have to
be careful what you touch.”
There are a wide variety of problems that BVIPs
experience, so next we explore if current SSDs offer
information that users could find useful or interesting.
Theme 3: Experiences with the SSDs

Based on participant's free exploration with each of the
three novel SSDs, we summarise key impressions below.
#1 Depth-vOICe

Many of the positive comments relating to this device came
from the fact that they (unexpectedly) could appreciate the
perspective of objects and the relative positioning of
objects. DB [listening to objects on a shelf] “They almost
have their own unique signature... that would kind of be
helpful though, to know whether you are straight with

something or not... [listens to a coat, then cane, hanging on
a door] yeah, it’s there, definitely, that’s very interesting…
to think that it can pick something that small up as well.”
DW “it's telling me that the shelves are here, that the left
hand side of the shelves is much further away than the
right... complicated but easy to learn...”
Many participants expressed optimism on effectively using
the device or combining its information with their residual
vision. MC “It’s impressive you can use the loudness and
pitch to make a construct that actually isn’t difficult to
calculate what it means… if you’re walking down the
street… you’re gonna hear if the car’s parked in your way,
and just by the breadth of sound from left to right you’ll be
able to have a good guess at what sort of shape it is.”
Negative comments were made about the auditory
aesthetics of the device, and the cognitive effort required.
DHA “I don't expect the room to play Mozart for me... but I
don't expect it to make some crazy electronic frequencies
that give you a headache after 5 minutes... just something
pleasant I can listen to for 30 minutes... something more
instrumental, more natural.” GS predicts multitasking
problems “...that's probably why I gave up on the ‘seeing
with sound’ thing because it takes too much out of you,
especially when you are moving, you can't possibly use a
cane and at the same time concentrate on these noises and
thereby trying to figure out what object is in front of you.”
Participants saw the device enhancing navigation, locating
new objects and listening to interesting shapes. DHO
“Outside ...that's when you could really gain useful things
because your scenery will change a lot... you could get a
little bit of pleasure even if you knew it was a route you did
often, I walk across this field... getting to see it for the first
time or getting to actually go beyond what you just pick up
from the cane and the path that you stick to...” HS “I'd
probably use it for home use... if I'm navigating around my
flat, seeing how close I am to things... I would use it to
maybe navigate outside on my own, which I don't do at the
moment.” DW “I would use it at work for looking for
objects on the stage or on the floor...” DHA “Having a look
at some architecture, like the Eiffel Tower.”
Overall participants expressed interest in the location,
perspective and shape of objects while navigating, however
the poor aesthetics, difficulty of object identification and
effort required, limits its application for many users.
#2 Synaestheatre

The most positive impressions of this device related to the
fast feedback, low-effort localisation and auditory
aesthetics. DHA “One of the coolest things is that it gives
instant feedback, so as I turned the camera the sound just
instantly changed... it was just all so much easier to
distinguish between left and right because as I turned the
sound just moved to my left ear or right ear... this one is
significantly easier to interpret... As I was hearing you
moving from right to left... it was clear when I'm hearing a

stationary thing or a moving thing.” Using various pitches
for an authentic musical instrument made interactions more
fun for some users. CJ “It's a lovely sound... I could
probably make music... this would be great fun, you could
enjoy this, you could design rooms which would play you
[music]... it feels like fun.” MC “The tones it makes are
almost enchanting…” The all-at-once approach seemed to
be easier to understand in some ways. DB “It’s almost what
I wanted the first device to be… but I didn’t know it could
work… you’re getting a flash of the entire visual field… I
find it so much easier to process the same information.”
DHA “This is the first time I've used it and I think I've
already learned more... than the previous one.”
Furthermore, the audio made even simple interactions fun.
DB “[puts hand in front of the camera] oh dude, I can hear,
look ok, index finger, thumb [listens to each in turn]… that
is fantastic… that is really perceptive, that is amazing.”
The negative impressions mostly related to identifying
shape information and object identification. GS “When it
comes to sweeping from one side to the other, the first
device is better... to indicate the width of an object...” DHO
“I could see it being potentially more of a problem if you
are trying to identify an object... you can't immediately find
out what something is.” Some users wanted the information
and tempo even faster. CJ “I could cope with faster... it
needs to be the speed at which my eyes... can handle the
information, and that's virtually instantaneously.” In
addition, mismatches for the representation of an object in
real space created instant confusion. DB “Things start
suddenly sounding behind you... if there are two objects
either side... where it's not representative of where things
are in natural space it throws you” this likely reflects the
'cone of confusion' problem resulting from ambiguous
localisation cues. LP* mentions that quieter elements of the
sound signal may be missed “if there is something really
quiet going at the same time, you're probably not going to
be aware that it's there.” Resolving these issues may
involve adding timing differences, using smaller panning
ranges and natural distance-hearing models. LP* “If you
could combine the two and be able to choose between
having your sweep and having the focus... If I was going to
assess a room, I'd do the sweep first and then that one.”
Participants primarily saw themselves adding to navigation
with the Synaestheatre device. DHO “it would be just
giving you that reassurance ... if I remember that that thing
is two metres to my left that means I'm staying on the right
path...” The aesthetics allowed relaxing navigation as well.
DHO “If I was feeling... headachy... but I still fancied the
walk.” Some users see it as a replacement for their prior
navigation techniques “You walk along... pedestrianised
roads and if people don't take care of their hedges or their
trees or whatever, sometimes you're having to constantly
shield your face with your hand... and it sucks... that
[Synaestheatre] would be a very very handy pain free way
of avoiding obstacles like that.” Users lamented the lack of
shape information in new environments however. DHO “I'd

like to take the [Depth-vOICe] on more of a place that I'd
never like been to, after a bit of learning, because I could
potentially gain more about the type of object... While I
would still be quite rubbish between the difference between
a square and a circle, I could eventually learn that.”
Overall the Synaestheatre device was praised for its loweffort, fast and 'fun' approach to providing spatial
information, but the lack of shape recognition abilities
impacted its perceived utility in new environments.
#3 Creole

Users primarily responded positively to the aesthetic and
educational possibilities of the device. DHO “…when
people would ask me about the [luminance] vOICe first,
some people, from a sighted point of view would be like
'yeah you could see what I looked like' and I'd say like well
to be realistic I don't think I'd ever gain anything from
doing so... but something like this could actually put some
pleasure into it, giving it a defined feeling...” DB “That's
helping me already learn about how colour works... there
are massive holes in my knowledge of how colours and
tones and things like that work and if it's represented like...
ok, bright blue has a lot of white in it, stick some white
[sound] in that, simple, it's so easy and so intuitive like that,
I mean it's a new concept for me, but it makes sense... it's
all well knowing that there is light, but knowing how that
interacts and works with other things could be really really
useful.” MC “I could never follow… colours at school. It
was one of the reasons I didn’t like primary school…
something like this… a visually impaired student could…
learn about colour with just sound if they can’t see at all…
so they don’t feel left out.”
Negative aspects about the Creole concerned the lack of
feedback about colour names, potential training and specific
sounds. MC “You could even have the colour on the tablet
screen as you explore it, so it’s explained to you… it could
be read aloud.” HS “Making sure that if someone was to
use it, they wouldn't need too much training on how to use
it... maybe incorporate some speech.” The specific sounds
themselves had a variety of criticisms. CJ “It would take a
bit of care to get the sounds right... might have to increase
the scale of differentiation between the different colours.”
Some desired an even higher resolution of colour than
provided here. DB “It didn't feel specific enough for me
when we were looking at saturation... I didn't really
detect... more of those... minute changes.”
The ability to customise sound-colour combinations was a
common desire. CJ “Select your own sounds to colours...”
DHO “I actively dislike some of the noises... I don't know if
the sounds need to be changed...” Some users saw the
device as a skill to be mastered. CJ “To get the best, you'd
have to work at it for years, the same way you'd use a piano
or musical instrument, it's that sort of experience... very
difficult but extraordinarily rewarding.” Distinctiveness
and fast feedback on the sounds were key topics. GS “I
didn't need much training for me to recognise how one

colour popped out from the other based on the sound... it
changed in real time which is good.”
Detailed colour identification across a range of clothes was
a commonly desired use for the device. GS “if I were to put
it on my trousers and it were to make different noises... if
there are several colours in a dress then usually [verbal
colour detectors] don't get it right and especially if there
are bits of green and white and yellow and blue on a dress,
it only tells you the predominant colour... most blind people
use colour detectors to look at dress colours and the colour
of the clothing they are wearing, the colour of the socks...”
Congenitally blind participant LP* said “I think it’s more in
terms of practicality, knowing what colour something is can
be helpful, but that’s the only reason I would ever use it.”
Its perceived utility also expanded to science and art. DHA
“A pie chart... that could be quite useful in statistics for
instance... At the moment I'm dealing with what colours to
use for the website, yeah it would be nice to have a palette
of colours to choose from and pick a colour based on the
sound.” DHA also noted the emotional content of the
colours as desirable “I want colours that are really calming,
peaceful.” DW “it could be used in photo editing... or
painting...” DHO “I'm a big fan of reminiscing and that,
and even if they were old family albums... the colours of
objects which were bygone and no longer around [would
interest me].” MC “I do really like... to design things on the
computer... presentations, leaflets, posters... I could use
that to independently work with colour, rather than needing
to grab a sighted person...”
Overall there was a desire for very high resolution colour
information that was fast and aesthetically pleasing,
alongside the verbal labels for confirmation.
Theme 4: Desires for future SSDs.

For spatial and colour SSDs a few key factors continually
reoccurred throughout the interviews.
The first factor appeared to be the sound quality of the SSD,
with preferences for high quality sounds that were fun to
engage with. DHO “I liked the orchestral ones ...the
electronic ones are never nice for too long...” GS “...as long
as it's not too harsh.” Some rated this as highly as
practicality. DHA “It's probably equal importance that it's
also aesthetic and pleasing to use then just functionality.”
Some users took issue with low aesthetic concerns for
assistive devices in general. DHA “Most of the assistive
technologies just focus on functionality... this machine can
tell you what colour your shirt is, but it doesn't put any
emphasis on aesthetics... for the sighted community we put
so much effort on design, it sounds so fancy and looks so
good... blind people also require these things... it's not sight
specific, it's human specific.” MC “I’m proud to show
technology that I’m using to people, and feel that it makes
me cool and sophisticated and forward looking... using
technology that you’re comfortable with and empowers you
I think is a very positive thing.”

Without exception, bone conductance was the preferred
method of receiving the sounds, specifically to not override
natural hearing. MC “Bone conduction is the perfect way to
receive this input of the sound without impeding your other
senses at all while you’re out.” GS notes that it's still not a
perfect solution “...[the sounds] can still distract you.”
SSDs were particularly desirable as a way to control whether
the user appeared 'blind' to wider society. LP* noted that
“People... don’t want to look overly blind and stick out like a
sore thumb, that’s going to be important.” CJ “It has to be
totally cosmetic, I don't want to look different... I would use it
instead of a long white stick.” DB “...you are now in the age
of inclusive technology and it has to look as [inconspicuous]
as possible.”
The mental effort involved in using SSDs was a major
concern. This attribute was frequently balanced against the
effort required for their current approaches to the situation.
DHO “That was all a big debate with the [luminance] vOICe
as well, they're saying, oh it's going to take you know 3 hours
a day... you're going to wear yourself out.” MC “Mobility
wise at night... you can’t do... multi-tasking while you’re on
the move, like talk on the phone or dictate something...
because so much more of my focus is taken up by keeping
track in my mind of where I am and using the long cane to
find that one point of reference after another… while there
might be a learning curve, ultimately [SSDs] might be
greater, because it’s more efficient and thus gives you back
the ability to do... multitasking on the move.”
Many users desired visual information about changes in
ground level via the SSD. DW “Can you program it to
identify a step going down?” LP* “If you're walking down a
straight corridor...you're alright, [but its] not going to help
you if there is a staircase going down...”
For nearly all participants, having any future SSD would only
be acceptable if it was hands-free. DHA “Not something I
would have to hold... you have to hold your white cane in one
hand, shopping bags in another, then your mobile phone in
your third hand, so that's a bit problematic.” LP* “I think it
would be good to have the option, if it was a handheld one,
then you could get a strap for it, to mount it on something
else… body harness and a head harness, to have that
choice.”
Of all the information that could be provided, spatial tended
to be most desired. DHO “I think that's the top of all of the
things that the sensory substitution could provide, spatial
information is the most relevant...” as well as be compatible
with higher level navigational information. Building up
expectations for tactile interaction was also desired. DB “I'd
like textural information as well, it would be nice to know, if
that set of double doors is wooden or not...” High resolution
colour information was of interest to many participants with
visual experience. MC “It's got to go beyond the basic
colours, there's too much colour out there to just to say 'it's
green,' or 'it's blue,' the sky is blue most of the time, but it can

be a bright gorgeous blue, or pale, or dark and ominous... it's
got to go beyond basics.”
Object recognition was prioritised above sensory information
for some blind users. LP* “so it’s telling me there is an
object… I don’t know that’s a filing cabinet, so I would have
to go over to it and feel it myself to know what it is… maybe a
way of... being able to identify it.” GS “...it's probably easier
to kind of program an audio software to make audio
announcements, you know, if it sees a shelf as shelf... the fact
that there is an object, that's not too difficult to find out...
that's really not the problem.”
There was large agreement on the use of buttons or phoneswipes to assess options above verbal commands due to
environmental noise. Most users wanted the technology to
feature on their phone. CJ “I don't want to carry anything
else around... I've got enough stuff to carry around, I want it
combined.” However for any phone-based SSDs, the phone
itself cannot be exposed to danger. DW “If you're having a
look around with your phone... that's going to be so easy for
someone to just take it out of your hand... I think blind people
would be robbed considerably... as a cabled [camera] I think
that could work... keeping the phone safe I think has got to be
a priority.”
In summary, the interviews revealed a core set of future
considerations relating to: sound quality and aesthetics; social
considerations; and practical ones (e.g. not hand-held). The
final question asked about future likely use of an SSD (0-10
scale) and the overall response was positive with a mean
agreement of 8.4 (SD = 1.26), despite the reservations related
to the current devices.
DISCUSSION AND DESIGN INSPIRATION

The interview findings helped identify common concerns
with SSDs and revealed a strong desire for appealing
aesthetics (e.g. pleasant sounds) and to facilitate positive
social interactions (blending in, having something ‘cool’), as
well as having practical benefit. In the next section we first
contrast the main feedback on the three devices and then
discuss more specific implications for SSD design.
Beyond existing sensory substitution devices

Considering the three devices we examined, the DepthvOICe was praised for segmenting and locating objects, as
well as for perspective (e.g. slanting shelves). Users with
prior experience of the vOICe, based on luminance-toloudness, found depth-related signals to be more intuitive.
While the Depth-vOICe has a slow sensory-motor loop (1.5
seconds) this was not the case with Synaesthetre. For this
device, participants liked the fact that it responded quickly to
visual changes. The auditory characteristics of this device,
based on a musical instrument, were the most appealing of
the three devices. The Synaestheatre’s use of naturalistic
sounds and localisation (based on HRTF) is an important
design feature moving forwards. The Creole’s conveyance of
detailed colour information was strongly desired, and could
be incorporated into other SSDs [3]. BVIPs expressed an

interest both in knowing the colour (“red”) and the shades
and inter-relations of colours (e.g. understanding that light
blue is similar to white).
Using these three devices has further revealed the desire for
task-specific adjustments through a fine degree of control for
the end user. Adjustability to individual preferences and
circumstances need to gain more attention by SSD designers
to make devices more desirable. Since ultimately tradeoffs
need to be made (e.g. spatial detail vs colour detail), these
could be dynamic, so that the user selects their own priorities
for the task at hand. This way an SSD may become flexible
across multiple scenarios (e.g. admiring the night sky, or
finding that red shirt).
Technology that empowers problem solving

Users expressed an interest in technology facilitating
practical solutions. For navigation, users identified a variety
of obstacles (people, unexpected objects and curbs) that are
not currently prioritised by existing SSDs in an intuitive way.
This focus is backed up by a recent survey by the Royal
National Institute for the Blind, which found that 95% of
respondents had experienced a collision outside of the home
in the last 3 months leading to physical injury and a loss of
confidence [45]. Reliable spatial information was highly
desired for users currently unable to effectively deal with low
lighting conditions. Sensing changes in space may enable the
identification of landmarks to guide navigation. This in turn
provides confidence and expands the option of independent
navigation, giving BVIPs further control and empowerment
over their lives and experiences.
Interviewees expressed interest in several areas currently
being investigated in the wider HCI literature. In regards to
guided navigation [45] with the Synaestheatre DB says "If I
was following someone… I’ve got a real-time representation
of whether they are going further away from me, or closer or
whether I have to walk faster…" Likewise, DB mentions
"Trying to find my way across very large open spaces
without veering too much can be a challenge." These are
challenges that some SSDs are helping solve [13]. Finally,
the downsides of auditory feedback led GS to suggest
"Tactile information... fastened to your wrist [which] would
vibrate... that's a lot easier to handle." These possibilities
have also been recently explored [48].
Users want a fine degree of control over what information is
translated into sound. In particular, for devices with wide
field of views, users desired the ability to systematically
reduce this or select key areas, in order to focus on specific
information [9]. This sense of adjustability to personal needs
provides not only control over the tool, but over their
environment and experiences. Empowering users to solve
their own accessibility problems [24] needs to be fostered in
the design of SSDs to both solve practical problems as well
as enhance everyday dialogues and social integration.
Users with impaired vision or visual prostheses such as the
Argus II, can also benefit from using SSDs, e.g. visual gaze

has been shown to be influenced by SSDs [47], furthermore
the visual resolution of SSDs can exceed the Argus II [17,
49]. As such, SSDs can play a complimentary role in learning
to use visual prostheses, or offsetting weaknesses.
Beyond practical needs and towards visual curiosity

One of the biggest drawbacks of many of the devices was the
amount of time and effort it takes to learn them. Whilst the
development of better training would help [26], the users
were more interested in developing intuitive-to-use devices,
which are not only efficient to use when needed but also
provide aesthetically pleasing experiences. The interviewees
also expressed an interest in learning about features of the
world typically experienced by vision (e.g. the colour of the
sky, the stars, and the Eiffel tower). This extends to sensing
new aspects of their environment or reminiscing about
sensations no longer accessible to them. SSDs do not yet
cover this design space, however considering the interest in
digitising visual information about the world and beyond
(inspired by increased interest in big data and internet of
things), there is a wealth of meaningful experiences
translatable by SSDs for blind people to experience and
participate in.
Limitations

While the present study provides a key perspective on the
advancement of SSDs, there were several limiting factors
that should be considered. First is that only vision into sound
was investigated, as such many of our findings may not be
applicable to visual to tactile translations, different
substitutions (e.g. audio into tactile [29, 42]) or combinations
(e.g. vision into sound and touch). While qualitative studies
provide an overview of the concerns and desires of potential
users, future quantitative investigations are required to refine
these ideas and meet the expectations of users. Furthermore,
different groups of users may have different desires,
attributable to their visual experiences (e.g. congenitally
blind, low vision) or expertise. Since we interviewed only ten
BVIPs, future studies could further explore these sub-groups.
Nevertheless our findings provide a strong motivation to go
beyond current SSD designs and adopt a more 'humancentred' approach that puts their experiences at the forefront
to enable and empower users.
CONCLUSION

This paper introduced three novel visual-to-auditory SSDs
(Depth-vOICe, Synaestheatre, Creole) that represent a large
range of potential design choices. Those devices were used as
a technology probe by potential BVI end users in order to
identify how these devices could address their personal
challenges and visual aspirations. Interviews identified key
problems and desires for such devices, placing value on
specific visual features and auditory aesthetics. Designing
SSDs with the end user's goals in mind should enable access
to valuable experiences, solve problems and enrich everyday
life. This experience-centered approach is unique within the
wider sensory substitution field and provides key insights for
interaction design. As one of our interviewees put it “...it's
not sight specific, it's human specific.”
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